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islands to the north, of it. The pronounced increase, from south to north, of the 
intensity of the geological disturbances on the continent and the archipelago, along 
characteristic tectonic lines, seems to offer an explanation of Nansen's "deeps" in 
the polar sea, as the location of the continental terraces observed by Nansen 
corresponds to the direction and type of the dislocations found by Baron Toll, 
and their boundaries intersect each other at the same angles as do the tectonic 
lines of the New Siberian Islands. 

The hypothesis is, therefore, offered that the origin of the Arctic Ocean dates 
from the tectonic disturbances at the end of the Tertiary which created the con- 
ditions for a glaciation of the polar regions by raising barriers which cut off the 
warm ocean currents from the South. The types of glaciation in northeastern 

Asia, owing to the dryness of the climate, differ from those of northern Europe, 
especially in the formation of nive which is often transformed into regular fossil 
ice strata occupying a definite geological position in the series of postpliocene 
sediments. They are not, however, identical with the mammoth beds, as the 
mammoth must have died out at the beginning of the period of their formation. 
As the probable cause of the extinction of the mammoth, Baron Toll seems inclined 
to consider, not so much the change of climate, as the arrival in those regions of 
other animals, possibly insects which, as the tse-tse fly in Africa with regard 
to cattle, might have proved disastrous to this one species, while others, like the 

reindeer, which were immune to it, were able to adapt themselves to the new 
climatic conditions. 

That the last stage in the geological history of this region must have been a 

transgression of the ocean from the northeast has been proven by Baron Toll's 

discovery, on Bennett Land, of a post-tertiary fauna analogous to that of the 
New Siberian Islands. This archipelago, after having lost its permanent ice 
cover in the geological present, is now in a process of growth by the accumulation 
of sand bars in the sounds between the islands which will eventually re-establish 
the former connection of the islands with the mainland which Baron Toll's collec- 
tions from Bennett Island have so fully proven. 

It is a loss to science that so courageous and scholarly an explorer should not 

have been spared to work up the results of his observations. Nobody who has 
read the book will be able to lay it aside without regretting his untimely death. 

M. K. G. 

Das Reich der Wolken. Von Carl Kassner. (Wissenschaft und Bildung 
Series.) Pp. 156, Figs. and 6 Charts. Quelle und Meyer, Leipzig, I909. 

Price, M. I, linen, M. i.6o. 

The title of Professor Kassner's new book naturally suggests Ley's "Cloud- 

land" of fifteen years ago, but "Das Reich der Wolken" covers a much wider 

range of subjects than the former. In fact, we have in this attractive little 

volume as complete a discussion of what the Germans so well call "der Kreislauf 

des Wassers," as most teachers and students of Meteorology are likely to need. 

The author has read widely. He has arranged his material logically. He has 

written clearly and concisely. The book is thorouighly interesting, and not at 

all a mere dry compilation of all that is now known regarding the moisture of 

the atmosphere. Such a volume has been much needed. So rapid has been the 

recent advance in our knowledge of this branch of Meteorology that it has been 

difficult, even for a conscientious teacher, anxious to keep his instruction "up to 

date," to read the numerous publications which deal with the subject. Professor 

Kassner's little book is, therefore, sure of a warm welcome. It in no way inter- 
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feres with the absolutely indispensable quality of Hann's Lehrbuch. It is simply 
smaller, easier to handle, and less formidable, and therefore to be commended 

particularly to those who do not wish to make too serious a study of Meteorology 
as a whole, and are especially interested in clouds and precipitation. 

The successive chapters take up evaporation, water vapor and humidity; con- 
densation; fog; clouds; cloudiness and sunshine; rain; snow; hail; measurement 
of rainfall; rainfall data and their treatment; diurnal, annual and secular periods 
in precipitation; the causes of the distribution of rainfall over the earth's surface 
and the geographical distribution of this rainfall. The text is enlivened, at 
frequent intervals, by the introduction of interesting illustrations, and by refer- 
ences to the human relations of the subjects under discussion. Professor Kassner's 
style is iadmirably adapted for scientific writing, and he has made much clearer 
than many authors whom we have previously read several matters which almost 
always give trouble to students. Although the title emphasizes clouds, our author 
finds space to give excellent brief statements regarding forests and rainfall and 
changes of climate. He has made very clear the somewhat confusing subject of 
the three different kinds of snow-line. He has included (for the first time, we 
believe, in a meteorological text-book) an explanation of the curious forms of 

melting snow known as "nieve penitente," familiar to those who have visited the 
Chilean Cordillera. The modern trigonometric methods of cloud measurements 
are described and illustrated. An unusual photograph, that of the "Foehnmauer," 
is reproduced in Fig. 3, and another interesting one (Fig. 36) is that of the 
"snow-garlands" which the author recently described elsewhere. 

Professor Kassner's book meets a need which we feel sure has been felt by 
many persons interested, professionally or otherwise, in Meteorology. The editor 
of the series in which "Das Reich der Wolken" appears was fortunate in securing 
an author who, in his "Das Wetter" land now in the present volume, has added 
two useful works to the meteorologist's library. R. DEC. W. 

Die Vegetation der Erde. Sammlung Pflanzengeographiscler 
Monographien. Herausgegeben von A. Engler und 0. Drude. 
VII. Die Pflanzenwelt von West-Australien siidliche des Wendekreises. Von 
Dr. L. Diels. xii and 413 pp., I Map, 82 Figures in the Text, 34 Tables and 
Index. VIII. GrundzQige der Pflanzenverbreitung in Chile. Von Dr. Karl 
Reiche. xiv and 374 pp., 2 Maps, 55 Figures in Text, 33 Tables, and Index. 
Wilhelm Engelmann, Leipzig, 90o6 and 1907. Price, M. 36 and M. 30. 

This notable series of monographs on plant geography is describing the vege- 
tation of the earth under widely differing conditions, and the series, it is expected, 
will cover all the varied aspects of the botanical kingdom. Dr. Diels introduces 
Vol. VII with a general discussion of the various conditions of plant life in 
Australia and of the Antarctic, Melanesian, and Australian elements that enter 
into the flora of the southern continent. The Antarctic element is least important 
and is confined to the southeastern corner of the continent. The author's field of 
investigation was that part of Western Australia south of the Tropic of Capri- 
corn. He treats (i) the history of the botanical exploration of the region; (2) 
its geographical and climatic conditions; (3) the vegetation of the Southwest 
province, 171 pages; (4) the vegetation of the Erenaea province, 51 pages; and 
(5) the floral characteristics, elements and types in the region studied and their 
relations to the flora of other parts of the continent. 

Dr. Reiche has been a resident of Chile for many years, and volume VIII 
takes the reader over the wide field of his botanical studies. Over too pages are 
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